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1his year's season starts with a major change to how students will buy tickets for games. 
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CLEMSON 
I STUDENT DISABILITY S~RVICES 
Graphic contributed by Dede Norungolo 
D.E. Lyles 
Ass~ News Editor 
Disability Diversity 
Awareness Day will take place 
for the first time at Clemson 
on . Sept. 10, a celebration . 
that aims to become . an 
annual event .on c;ampus. 
This · first event takes plac'e 
in the same year as the 25th 
anniversary of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, which 
was signed into effect oh July 
26, 1990 by President George 
H. W Bush. 
Dede Norungolo, · 
· disability specialist with 
Student Disability Services 
(SDS) at the Academic 
Success Center, said that the 
overall purpose of Disability 
Diversity Awareness Day 
is to· "push for a more 
accessible campus for all 
students, faculty and staff in 
and out of the classroom." 
Norungolo also said that the 
office of SDS, alongside the 
new Harvey and Lucinda 
Gantt Multicultural Center, 
battles for "awareness first 
and foremost of the ADA 
-. a civil rights law aimed 
at working to eliminate the 
discrimination against people 
with disabilities." 
The Disability Diversity 
Awareness Day will begin at 9 
a.m. with a speech from Jerry 
Knighton on Cooper Library 
Bridge. Pledge cards will also 
be available 
for students 
interested in helping SDS in 
ptl'lliloting a mote accessible 
campus · for students, faculty 
and staff with disabilities. 
Students who accept pledge 
· cards will also be entered into 
a drawing for a Smartpen, 
a football signed by Dabo 
Swinney, a basketball signed 
by Brad Brownell, Clemson 
shirts, padfolios and other 
ac;ademic support tools, 
according to Norungolo. 
Along With · the speakers, 
Sue Hiott of SDS will give 
an . exhibit on the history 
of SDS, along with free 
bracelets, temporary tattoos 
and buttons all aimed at 
promoting the success 
of Disability Diversity 
Awareness Day. 
· The final event of the 
day will occur at 6:30 p.m. 
in the Palmetto Ballroom. 
The SDS will be hosting the 
program "Outside the Box: 
Redefining the Disability 
Label." This program will be 
led by Javis Asuten and Richie 
Parker, both former Clemson 
students, and is part of the 
Gantt Multicultural Center's 
#IAMCLEMSON project. 
Norungolo, who 
·is leading the Disability 
Diversity Awareness Day, 
DA I 
said, "I 
. ' feel Its 
important for 
all students to know 
that accommodations do not 
. equate to unfair advantages. 
And, truly, I don't think I 
have ever had a student in the 
five years I've been working 
at Clemson come to me 
and tell me that she or he is 
excited about having to come 
to SDS . . . if we could only 
keep working together to 
design not only the facilities, 
but also programs, curricula, 
events and activities with 
the least barriers for the 
most people to use or enjoy, 
we would have an even 
great university." 
Brooklyn Garett, 
a sophomore women's 
leadership major, said, 
"Students with disabilities 
should be able to navigate the 
campus more comfortably. 
Their ability to obtain 
an education should not · 
be hindered by a lack of 
resources here at Clemson." 
Garett continued, adding 
that she "think[s) Clemson 
· should help students with 
disabilities so that they 
too can have an amazing 
Clemson experience." 
0 @thetigercu 
Elaine Day 
·.· Contributor 
If you go by Death 
Valley right now, it might 
feel a little emptier than 
usual because of the lack of 
tenting students waiting in 
· line for their football tickets. 
After much collaboration 
between the Athletic 
Department and both the 
Graduate and Undergraduate 
Student Governments, it was 
announced earlier in the year 
that student ticketing would 
be moved to an online system 
rather than the traditional 
camping and standing 
in line. 
"[Undergraduate 
and Graduate Student 
Governments) wanted to find 
a way to bring it online so 
that kids don't have to camp 
out and find a way to make it 
easier and more user-friendly," 
Director ofTicket Operations 
Kate McCrary said. "They 
did a lot of research, and we 
did a lot of research as well, 
of what other schools were 
doi~. A lot of other schools 
do it online, and we were one 
of the few schools that didn't." 
"So what they came up 
with is an online system, so 
you still would request a ticket 
during your class [time), 
just like you did previously, 
so there is still priority for 
the seniors and the higher 
undergraduates, but they 
would be able to request a 
specific section versus [if you) 
camp out to go sit with your 
friend and you have to come 
together. This way, you can 
still request a seat in the same 
section and then all you have 
to do is come to the game 
together. The sections are 
now general admission within 
each other." 
Savannah Miller 
Senior StaffWriter 
Have you ever 
experienced a day where you 
just couldn't satisfy yourself, 
no matter how much you 
ate? Well, it turns out that 
food consumption, or lack 
thereof, is not the only 
factor that regulates our 
feelings of hunger. There 
are multiple physiological 
mechanisms that maintain 
homeostasis, which is the 
balance of conditions that 
allow the body to operate, 
8 @thetigercu 
With this new online 
system, the ticket selection 
windows open up on Sundays, 
starting with students who are 
part of the IPTAY Collegiate 
Club at noon. Their time slot 
goes from noon to 6 p.m., and 
then graduate students can 
get their tickets from 6 p.m. 
until midnight. On Mondays 
of game weeks, seniors (90 
hours or more) can claim 
their seats from noon until 
6 p.m., and juniors (60-89 
hours) can do the same from 6 
p.m. until midnight. Finally, 
on Tuesdays, sophomores 
(30-59 hours) get their turn 
from noon until 6 p.m., 
and freshmen can log on 
from 6 p.m. until midnight. 
The 12,000 student ticket 
allotment has not changed 
from · years past and is still 
split between the lower and 
upper decks and the hill. 
The logic behind the 
afternoon and evening time 
slots was designed so that 
students no longer have to 
miss morning classes due to 
camping and ticket lines. 
Once a student has 
chosen their ticket, they will 
receive ·an email with a print­
out ticket that will serve as 
their admission to the game. 
Students will still need to 
bring their Clemson ID with 
them to get into the game; 
bringing an ID "is a key part 
of it," said McCrary. 
Guest tickets can still be 
obtained, but the process for 
purchasing them has changed 
slightly. Instead of paying 
for them at the same time as 
when you get your ticket, you 
must wait until Wednesdays 
at noon and select a guest 
ticket from a pool of leftover 
student tickets. McCrary 
suggested that if you are 
planning on getting a guest 
normally. Some homeostatic 
mechanisms regulate our 
thirst, some regulate our 
sleep-wake cycle and others 
regulate hunger and satiety, 
just to name a few. In a study 
recently published by Nature, 
a scientific magazine, a certain 
cluster of neurons in the 
brain, called hypothalamic 
p ro-opi omelano cortin 
(POMC) neurons, have 
been linked to the hunger 
center when stimulated 
by cannabinoids. 
Cannabinoids are a 
class of chemicals that act on 
0 thetigernews.com 
ticket for a particular game, 
choose your own ticket in the 
upper deck, as the ticketing 
office is anticipating that 
all lower deck seats will be 
claimed for each game. It is 
worth noting that for games 
in which all student tickets 
are claimed, as is expected 
for matchups like Florida 
State and Notre Dame, no 
guest tickets will be available 
for purchase. 
"Student Government 
really wanted to make sure, 
based on having 12,000 
tickets, that anyone who is 
a full-time student had the 
opportunity to get · their 
complimentary ticket before 
anything was purchased," 
McCrary said. 
Another change that has 
occurred with ticketing this 
year is a decrease in many 
organizations' number of 
seats on their blocks. 
"Undergraduate 
[Student Government) did 
make the decision to kind of 
lower that number a little bit, 
as the number oforganizations 
that are in terested in blocks 
decreases the number that 
each of those former blocks 
are able to get. That's where 
the challenge comes in. We 
had 39 to 40 . new blocks 
come in for this season alone, 
so that fluctuates that number 
we are able to distribute." 
Overall, outside of 
distribution moving from 
a physical line to online, 
there are not many 
adjustments to the ticketing 
process . It is important to 
note that this new system 
was created by students 
for students, and student 
governments and the ticketing 
office anticipate that it will 
benefit .students for years 
to come. 
specialized receptors in the 
brain, repressing the release 
of certain neurotransmitters. 
When these cannabinoid 
receptors are stimulated, 
the brain is altered from 
a state of homeostasis; 
this chemical off-balance 
changes perceptions, motor 
performance, memory 
and hunger satisfaction. 
A common cannabinoid 
is tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC), which is found in 
the plant Cannabis sativa, 
colloquially known as 
marijuana. When POMC 
See MUNCHIES on page A2 
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Campus safety 
rules September 
CUPD looks_to promote 
student awareness 
Daniel Kennedy 
Copy Editor 
This September, 
Clemson University will join 
a number of other colleges in 
obse,rving National Campus 
Safety Awareness Month. 
Congress gave the month its 
. unanimous support back in 
2008. Since then, more and 
more institutions have begun 
implementing it. Throughout 
September, the Clemson 
University Police Department 
will be collaborating with 
Undergraduate Student 
Government, Redfern 
Health Center and other 
campus departments and 
organizations, as well as 
other local law enforcement 
offices. Their goal is to spread 
information about public 
safety and to promote crime 
prevention and awareness 
among members of the 
Clemson community. 
A number of events will 
be held on campus to educate 
any interested parties. Key 
topics to be covered will 
include, but are not limited 
to: alcohol abuse, prescription 
and illegal drug abuse, sexual 
assault, stalking, relationship 
violence, hate crimes and fire 
safety. Captain Brad Rhodes 
of CUPD's investigations 
division is ·overseeing the 
observance of the month 
and the events that will 
take place. 
This isn't Clemson's 
first time participating in 
a Safety Awareness Month, 
having done so before in 
MUNCHIES from page Al 
neurons with cannabinoid 
receptors have increased 
stimulation outside of 
the normal range, such as 
during marijuana use, they 
can cause an individual to 
feel hungry. 
In this study, POMC 
neurons in mice were 
stimulated by cannabinoids. 
When stimulated, the 
cannabinoid receptors 
signaled to the brain that 
the mice were hungry, even 
though they had no need 
to eat. This is exactly what 
happens during marijuana 
use; the slang term for this 
hunger sensation is "the 
munchies." There is no 
empirical evidence that 
suggests the body i~ in need of 
nutrients during this time; the 
hunger is purely a side effect 
of the altered state of mind 
that the cannabinoids induce. 
In other recent studies, 
malfunctioning POMC 
neurons have been linked to 
2013 and 2014. Among the 
events hosted last year were 
safety classes, meet-and­
greets and workshops. Some 
students weren't aware of the 
upcoming month, including 
freshman Helen Dubois, a 
chemical engineering major. 
"It wasn't even brought 
up at the Title IX training 
we did, which would 
have seemed like the most 
appropriate time." 
On Sept. 24, the 
CUPD will be participating 
in the annual Campus 
Safety walk. Attendees will 
walk through campus and 
be given information about 
safety within Clemson 
University. Additionally, 
attendees will have the 
opportunity to ask questions. 
of their own and make 
suggestions. Police Chief Eric 
Hendricks encourages all 
members of the 
Clemson community to 
attend so that representatives 
may "address [attendee's] 
security concerns about 
different )ocations 
on campus." 
CUPD can be contacted 
at 864-656-2222 or via 
e-mail at police@clemson. 
edu. Individuals can also 
follow @cusafety to get 
status updates on Twitter 
or find emergency 
updates online at 
clemson.edu/safety. 
Information about the police 
department is available at 
clemson.edu/cupd. As always, 
call 911 in the event of 
an emergency. 
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individuals who are obese, 
suggesting their overeating 
may be caused by the frequent 
POMC stimulation. 
Studies like this one, 
which started out as a test 
of the effects of recreational 
drug use on the brain, can 
lead to more important 
discoveries. Perhaps POMC 
neuron malfunction is a 
common occurrence, and it 
plays a factor in America's 
struggle with obesity. If so, 
a pharmaceutical drug that 
targets the activity of POMC 
neurons may be a promising 
treatment. However, until 
further research is conducted 
on POMC neurons, there 
is no way to know the 
significance of these findings. 
In the mean time, in states 
with legalized marijuana, 
such as Colorado, Oregon 
and Washington, the food 
industry and restaurant 
businesses may experience 
a boom! 
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Get outside and enjoy the Botanical Gardens whil'e the weather is still warm! 
Greatist names Clemson as 
Top 25 Healthy University 
Nutrition and m,ental services reviewed 
highly in recent article 
Matthew Stapleton 
News Editor 
Greatist, a health-
orientated website, recently 
named Clemson University 
as one of the top 25 healthiest 
colleges in the nation. Ranking 
among other top colleges and 
universities across the nation 
such as Stanford University 
and Columbia University, 
Clemson took the eighth spot. 
The website cited 
Clemson's "[~oubli~g of] 
the staff at Counselmg and 
Psychological Services over 
the past few years to ensure 
all students have access to 
services including individual 
counseling and psychotherapy, 
psychiatry, group counseling 
and skill-building workshops" 
as one of the reasons for 
Clemson's placement in the 
top 25. Additionally, Clemson 
"[listens] to students' needs 
and [makes] quick changes" 
- another positive for the 
university. 
''I'm proud to be part 
of a. school whose students 
make an effort to be 
healthy and do well," said 
sophomore materials science 
and engineering major 
Roman Shtompil. 
Clemson's health 
initiatives can be seen across 
campus in many of the 
university's buildings. For 
example, the dining halls 
post nutritional facts on the 
food served and offer hea:l'rhy 
alternatives for students with 
certain dietary needs. "I like 
that there are healthy option·s 
for vegetarians, such as salads, 
omelettes and stir fry," said 
freshmen nursing student 
Kelsey Costa. "Everyone can 
feel comfortable with what 
they're eating, and money · 
doesn't need to be spent 
elsewhere for food." 
"Sometimes I don't feel 
the healthiest, but those are 
usually from my own personal 
choices," said freshman 
mechanical engineering major 
Brooks Digh. "I just like 
chicken tenders too much." 
An additional factor 
cited in Greatist's article was 
Clemson's push to "make 
fitness fun." The specific 
programs listed were Solid 
COREange and We Too 
Deep, two Group Fitness 
classes offered at the Fike 
Recreation Center. Fike offers 
many other classes throughout , 
the week as well, and the 
full list can be found 
on Clemson's Fitness 
and Wellness section · of 
their website. 
Clemson offers 
many healthy eating programs 
on campus, including ·the 
' Eat Well progtam ' through 
Clemson Home. As stated on 
the website for said educational 
program, "our commitment 
is to help you power your 
life on campus with good 
food and a dining program 
that makes it easy for you to 
eat right." Another program 
offered is Eating Made Easy, 
which helps students 
design meal plans suited 
to their specific schedules 
and activities. 
In an interview with the 
Clemson Newsstand, Jennifer 
Goree, the Healthy Campus 
director, said in regards to 
being listed in Greatist's 
top 25 healthiest colleges 
and universities, "it is a 
fitting,. acknowledgement 
O
-of tH'e' wonderful 
environment we have here at 
Clemson University." 
Greatist's article can 
be found at http://greatist. 
co ml heal th/ healthiest­
colleges. The website is also 
a source for information 
regarding health supported by 
scientific sources. 
Developing Story: 
Clemson city police are investigating a shooting incident that took place in the parking lot of 
Cookout early morning Sunday, Aug. 30. The only reported injury was a non-identified juvenile 
who was shot in the leg through the rear passenger-side door of a vehicle. Though police believe 
there is no threat to the public, they request aid in finding the suspect, who is being investigated 
for attempted murder per GreenvilleOnline. The victim was taken to the hospital ancl released 
with a "non-life threatening gunshot wound," according to Clemson police. 
More on this story will be available on thetigernews.com as it develops. 
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ANTI-GUN CONTROL 
Oakley Owens used 2.5 million times or turning a blind eye to, James Moninghoff Harvard's Injury Control 
Columnist a year by civilians for the fact that crime rates Columnist &search Center have 
repeatedly iterated thisself defense. Of these are improving. In 2013, 
According to the point, and its accuracy isLast October, a occurrences, the mere it was found that 56 
of the deaths came from 
the households where a 
gun was present. It is also 
fuund that the frequency 
Gun Violence Archive, all but undisputed within , of suicide by firearm isdata-driven consulting brandishing of the gun percent of people believe 
there have been at the scientific community. directly related to the rate 
company, Gallup, posed is enough to protect the that firearm related least 33,000 reported In fucc, this phenomenon of gun ownership within 
a poll which found that civilian in most instances, crime is more common incidences of gun-related ofhigher guns equating co a stare. 
52 petcent ofAmericans and the attacker is than it was in 1993, violence, totaling more higher gun-related deaths Many people 
believed gun control harmed less than eight with only approximately than 8,000 deaths this year can be seen in almost who argue against gun 
laws to be either fine percent of the time. In 12 percent correctly in the U.S. Ofdeveloped any developed country. control rend to fucus 
as they are or too strict. addition, in states that assuming that firearm countries, the United The gist of the matter is on the premise that the 
That being said, it seems have passed concealed crime decreased. States exhibits the most chat owning or having majority of gun-related 
a rather large portion of carry laws, murder rates If gun control gun-related incidents easy access to a firearm injuries and deaths are 
by fu. In a study which increases the likelihood of due co mass shootings,the country proposes that were reduced by 8.5 becomes as restricted for 
compared the number of an incident in almost any such as Columbine,the government enforce percent, sexual assaults law-abiding citizens as 
homicides by firearms per case. A gun "can kill you Sandy Hook and the 
more strict laws on rates by five percent, gun control advocates 
one million people within in three ways: homicide, recent Charleston· 
firearm possession. Those aggravated assaults want it to be, almost each developed nation, suicide and by accident," shooting. This is not 
who argue for stricter rates by seven percent everyone but the America reported fuur and none of these the case. The majority 
gun control state that and robbery rates by criminal popl)lation times more homicides can occur without a of gun-related incidents 
the current regulations three percent. will suffer for it. People than any other country. gun present. occur within the home 
our country has for the Another who commit criminal Most shockingly, The Guns create a or in isolated incidents, 
ownership of firearms misconception of gun acts will continue Guardian reports from high risk of domestic and could easily be 
isn't enough, arguing that control advocates is that to have access to a small arms survey that violence, as well as raise avoided by removing the 
there's causality, rather crime rates are rising, or weaponry, especially American civilians own the likelihood of death gun from the siruation. 
42 percent of the civilian­ due to domestic violence, Another commonthan the more likely that they have plateaued since they won't have 
owned guns worldwide, and are a common suicide misconception is
correlation, between at high numbers due to yvorry about the 
while the country itself method. Injury prevention chat gun control 
the country's crime rate to our current system. average citiun being 
only contains just over specialists widely consider directly equates to no 
and the strictness of the The Truman Bureau of armed. Laws are not 4.4 percent of the entire firearms to be one of guns allowed fur any 
current system. Justice Statistics found deterrents for criminals, world's population. the most significant civilians. While not 
What these that between 1993 and the actual threats to The number of hazards that can be allowing any civilians co 
individuals fail to · 2011, gun homicides safety. If we want to civilian-owned guns is present within a own personal firearms is 
understand is that fell 39 percent, and continue the tradition equal to over 80 percent of household, especially a furm of gun control, 
making access to self.. non-fatal gun crimes of laws protecting the the American population when children are it is not the only furm. 
protection more difficult fell 69 percent, with innocent, then we itself, though most gun­ present. In houses where Stricter rules fur attaining 
for honest, law-abiding the established pattern should leave the right to owning households have domestic violence was guns, more in-depth 
more than one gun, on reponecl, about one background checks andcitizens will do nothing projecting a continued own private arms in the 
average three. Multiple third of the houses longer processes furif not increase the decline over the coming hands of the American 
studies have shown chat contained a gun. Of attaining guns are all forms 
crime rate. According years. Interestingly people and ensure they 
the states which contain these houses, two thirds of gun control chat still 
to the Gun Owners enough, Americans retain the ability 'to the greatest number of of the abused had been allow the ·average civilian 
Foundation, guns are appear to be unaware of, protect themselves. civilian--0wned threatened with the gun. to own a firearm whileguns 
experience the greatest Furthermore, of spousal drastically reducing 
number of gun-related abuse chat results in the likelihood of 
deaths. &searchers from death, at least 50 percent gun-related incidents. l
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Erin A. Hughes continue or uphold a behavior indefinitely. 
CUSG Sustainability Director The principle of sustainability refers to the 
Our new name 
Readers may be wondering why we 
would decide to change the name of the 
Green Scene to the Sustainability Corner. 
You may not have noticed that the name 
has been changed, or you may simply not 
care. Either way, I'll !er you in on why we 
feel it is a very important and positive step to 
change something as
, 
small 
as the name ofour printed outlet to Clemson's 
student body. 
Sustainability means the ability to be 
symbiotic relationship of the economic, 
environmental and social systems in order to 
uphold or sustain any system, whether it be 
an organization, community or the world as 
a whole. 
When you look up the 
adjective green, you'll stumble upon 
descriptions like fresh, inexperienced or 
"referring to practices or policies that 
do not negatively impact the environment" 
(thesaurus.com). Our goal is to incorporate 
a well-balanced collection of articles that will 
Connect with us on social media at: 
II www.facebook.com/cusgsustainability 
rJ @CU_Sustainable 
cover the entire principle of sustainability, 
so that you can have a clear picture of 
the environmental, economic · and social 
happenings of Clemson. 
We are happy to open up chis section 
of The Tiger to make it more inclusive 
of the entire field of sustainability, 
not just the environmental aspects. 
The first step to meeting our goal is 
changing our name so that you will know 
that · our intent is to bring you 
articles from all aspects of 
sustainability that you will enjoy, so I'd say 
that we are off to a great start! 
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Goals by Horgan, Atandagive Tigers t/J,efirst win of the season 
Clemson's Paige Reckert, junior forward, goes up for a header against junior defender 
Paige Bendell. 
Allison Daniel 
Columnist 
n a hot day in 
Clemson, with 
temperarures in the 
mid-80s, the women's 
soccer team took the field to face 
number eight South Carolina 
in the first game of the new 
Palmetto Series sponsored by 
Certified SC Grown. This series 
will track every head-to-head 
matchup between the Tigers 
and Gamecocks throughout the 
year, with the winner of each 
event claiming one point. The 
series will also track events such 
as food chives and the athletes' 
GPAs for both schools. The 
winner will receive the Palmetto 
Series Trophy and epic bragging 
rights for the next year. 
The first half started off 
a bit shaky for the Tigers, who 
allowed an early goal by South 
Carolina in the 1 0'. Savannah 
McCaskill took advantage of 
an excellent ball in and placed 
it over Kallen Sheridan for 
the first score of the match. 
However, the Tigers would 
not stay down long. In the 14' 
Shannon Horgan capitalized on 
a bounce inside the box caused 
by a long throw in by Samantha 
Staab. Horgan headed the ball 
into the net in traffic, tying the 
match at 1-1. Only a minute 
later, the Tigers struck again as 
Catrina Atanda volleyed a lofted 
pass over the goal keeper's head 
and gave the Tigers a 2-1 lead. 
They dung to this lead for the 
win and claimed the first point 
in the Palmetto Series, much 
to the delight of Head Coach 
Ed Radwanski. 
The contest was a very 
physical one with South 
Carolina's McCaskill earning 
a yellow card in the 73' for a 
reckless tackle. Only moments 
later, McCaskill shoved a 
Clemson player to the ground as 
the ball trickled out of play. The 
crowd demanded to see a red 
card, but referee Larry Stroud 
did not reach in his pocket 
again, allowing McCaskill to 
stay on the field but making 
it dear no more stunts 
would be tolerated. 
Both sides played hard, 
and it was obvious they both 
coveted the win. Coach Ed 
Radwanski attributed the Tiger's 
increase in performance to the 
crowd· support. After the game 
he .stated, "the girls were driven 
by the energy of the crowd here 
tonight." The crowd certainly 
was energetic, cheering on the 
Tigers throughout the whole 
match and enthusiastically 
celebrating with the team 
after the win. This was truly 
a great way to kick off the 
Palmetto Series and is a big 
win for the team as they move 
into their season. 
The Tigers will play 
on Sunday against UNC 
Wilmington at 1 :00p.m. 
before traveling to Georgia and 
Wofford next week. They will 
return home to play Penn on 
Sept. 11 at 7:00p.m. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
SCHEDULE 2015 
@CofC-8/23-W2-0 
USC-8"Z8-W2-1 
UNc-Wilmington - IV.30 • W2-1 
IIPCOMNJ 
@UGA - 9/4 - 7p.m. 
@Wofford -9n - 6 p.m. 
Penn • 9111 • 7 p.m. 
USF • 9113 -1 p.m. 
Notre Dame - 9119 - 6 p.m. 
@FSU • 9124 • 7 p.m. 
@Miami - 9127 - 1 p.m. 
Wake Forest - 107 · 7:30 p.m. 
Virginia - 1IW - 7 p.m. 
Virginia Tech -1 M1 -1 p.m. 
Pltt-1M6 • 7 p.m. 
@NC State - 10122 • 7p.m. 
@UNC - 10125 • 1p.m. 
@Syracuse -10.131 - 1p.m. 
ACC SEMI RNALS 
Fri 1116 Cary, N.C. 7BA 
ACCRNALS 
Sun 1111JCary, N.C. 7BA 
'Home games are In bold, away 
game's are italicized. 
Coastal Divison, awards,
• -t 
championship predictions • 
Cole Little IT t ACC efettsi e Play r '> Pitt team, 'Vhich has both Florida State vs. Georgia 
Columnist The Tar Heels brought e· a favorable schedule and a Tech. Risky predictions be 
in former Auburn Head CB Jalen Ramsey, Florida cache of talent. Look forf:t. p V of P damned! I have FSU's lone 
Coach Gene Chizik to help State, Jr. Narduzzi's recent ·success asCoastalDi is10 loss coming at the hands offix the grease fire that was The most talented defensive Sparty's defensive coordinator QB Deshaun Watson, the Yellow Jackets at Bobbythe UNC defense last year. back in the nation, Ramsey to carry ove~ as he stepsClemson, So.Duke Blue Devils Dodd Stadium in October,I hope the new defensive was named a Second Team in to his first FBS headAgain, health is the loneThough Duke Head coordinator knows not to use All-American as a sophomore. coaching gig. but I expect the Fightingquestion mark. Assuming heCoach David Cutcliffe is water when attempting to The sky is the limit for this Jimbos to get sweet revengecan maintain it, Watson willaffectionately known as the put it out. There will likely ball hawk in his junior year. ACCTi eG e in Charlotte on Dec. 5,need a bigger mantelpiece toQuarterback Whisperer be minor improvements 
(at least, I like to think he hold all of the hardware he'll J CC Ct. cl- of he Y. i.r Florida State def. · Georgia possibly punching themselves all around for UNC but 
almost assuredly win over Pat Narduzzi, Pittsburgh Tech a golden ticket back into theis), even he cannot polish nothing substantial. 
brutish gunslinger Thomas the course of the next two or Narduzzi's defensive pedigree I smell a rematch of last College Football Playoff inPrediction: 7-5 ( 4-4) 
Sirk in time to have the three seasons. should bode well for this year's conference title game: the process. 
Dookies compete for the Ji 
Coastal Division title. Losing No, quarterback Chad Voytik quarterback Anthony Boone is not Dan Marino, and
and wide receiver Jamison 
running back James Conner 
Crowder leaves big holes in is no Tony Dorsett, but,Duke's offense that will be 
along with Tyler Boyd, onedifficult to fill. However, an 
of the nation's tbp receivers,
easy non-conference schedule these young phenomes are
should bolster the Blue 
reason enough for me toDevils' bowl position. declare Pitt my sleeper teamPrediction: 8-4 (4-4) 
of the ACC. New Head 
Coach Pat N arduzzi is oneGeorgia Tech Yellow Jackets 
of the nation's top defensive 
Carrying momentum into this 
minds, proven through years 
season from their dominant 
of success as Michigan State's 
Orange Bowl victory this defensive coordinator. This past New Year's Eve over an fall, the Terrible Towels willSEC team (WHOA, NO be waving for the Panthers 
WAY!), Paul Johnson's Yellow 
of Pittsburgh as well as thoseJackets should come out of Steel Curtain dudes who play 
the gate strong. Look for 
on Sundays.
Justin Thomas, arguably the Prediction: 9-3 (6-2)
best quarterback to ever play 
under Johnson, to be a dark 
Virginia Cavaliers horse Heisman candidate. 
Having a starting quarterback Prediction: 10-3 (7-1) 
transfer in June is never a 
good thing for a program,Miami Hurricane! 
let alone a perperual bottomAl Golden has done a good 
feeder such as the Wahoos.job of weathering the tropical 
Greyson Lambert took hisstorm of restrictions put in 
talents to Athens, Georgia,place due to an improper 
and took UVA's hopes andbenefits scandal that plagued 
dreams with him. the team before Golden's 
Prediction: 2-10 (1-7)tenure began; however, he has 
yet to produce quality on-field 
results for what used to be Virginia 1 c oLi .s 
one the nation's top football The Gobblers have veteran 
powerhouses. Unfortunately, quarterback Michael Brewer 
losing the program's all-time at the helm and boast one of 
leading rusher, Duke Johnson, the nation's most formidable 
to the draft definitely won't defensive lines. Beamer Ball 
help matters. Expect Golden's will be back with bells on 
seat to become scorching hot this fall, but it might not be 
this season. enough to take the Coastal. 
Prediction: 4-8 (2-6) Prediction: 9-3 (6-2) 
Mike Williams stiff arms a Syracuse defender during Clemson's 16-6 victory over the Orange in 2014. Clemson 
plays at Syracuse on Nov. 14; last time the Tigers played in the Carrier Dome, Clemson won 49-14. 
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READER STEPS AWAY 
Andrew Wheaton time due to injury." are· often guilty of only seeing 
Columnist Reader's influence on the player in uniform and not 
the field will surely be missed; the man underneath the helmet. 
s the 2015 college he is the most experienced While we look forward to 
football season defensive player on the Tigers' football season and wonder who 
rapidly approaches, roster. Racking up over 100 is going to fill the void created by 
the hype around · · tackles in his three seasons at Reader's absence, the situation 
the Clemson Clemson, Reader looked to be at hand gives us an opportunity 
Tigers' program has the foundation of a defense that to remember that our beloved 
recently been overshadowed by lost nine starters from last season's Tigers are also human. College 
the loss ~f several key players. number one ranked unit. Despite is a time of drastic change and 
Injuries and· arrests have taken this, defensive coordinator Brent growth, and football players 
their toll on Clemson's players Venables seems to think he has are not exempt from inevitably 
this offieason, with Ammon plenty of guys to replace Reader, experiencing hardships resulting 
Lakip being suspended for three saying, "thank goodness we have from those changes. 
games, Isaiah Battle leaving for some numbers there, and we D.J. Reader's leave of 
the Supplemental Drafr and have some quality players and absence should result in two 
Ebenezer Ogundeko getting guys we know without question separate reactions from the 
kicked off the team. Now, D ,J· that we have won with and we are Clemson family. First, we should 
Reader has told Coach Swinney capable ofwinning with." have faith in Coach Swinney 
he'staking a leave ofabsence from Football is a phenomenon and his staff to put the best 
the team. According to Swinney, that takes over the minds product possible on the field 
"he has some personal issues he and hearts of fans every year every Saturday. Second and 
has to deal with at this time. We as summer turns to fall, and most important, we should send 
are not sure when he will return. although Swinney and the rest our thoughts and prayers to D .J. 
We will support him any way we of the coaching staff must take Reader so that he will have the 
can. This is no different than a a "next man up" stance, it is also strength and support to navigate 
player being lost for a period of important to note that we as fans through these rough times. 
Maxwell during his time with the Seahawks. He now wears 31 for the Eagles. 
sto la regardless of Watson's health 
not named the backup, Dabo 
Swinney said definitively last 
weekend that he will play this 
upcoming season and in more 
than a simple garbage time 
role. While the statement 
was vague, it very clearly 
solidified that Bryant would 
not redshirt this year. It also 
reinvigorated the discussion 
on the role in which Clemson 
fans could expect to see the 
former high school standout. 
As hard as it is to imagine 
after last season, many have 
su·ggested that Bryant has the 
potential ro be an even better 
quarterback than Deshaun 
Watson. Although his 
throwing mechanics are not 
nearly as refined as Watson's 
were by thfs point last year, 
due to his superior size and 
even athleticism, Bryant has a 
large advantage. 
It is quite unlikely we 
will see the true freshman 
passing in many close games, 
but his value as a runner 
will make it difficult to keep 
him off the field. The most 
realistic role for Bryant then 
is as a read option quarterback 
in short distance downs. For 
those of you who remember, · 
his role could be similar 
to that of Tajh Boyd, who 
ran seemingly unstoppable 
quarterback keepers every 
time the Tigers needed just 
a few yards. Depending on like quarterback who would Bryant and Nick Schuessler step up, last season was a Nick Schuessler would be 
how he performs in early likely run a majority of snaps will play this season, albeit in reminder of what difference the next man up. However, 
games such as Wofford and but remain a very viable different capacities. Although a solid quarterback can make. don't be surprised if Kelly 
Appalachian State, Bryant passing threat. we hope that neither of these As of right now, if Deshaun Bryant changes that before the 
could also be used as wildcat- Ultimately, both Kelly quarterbacks will need to Warson were to go down, season's end. 
Nick Schuessler, redshirt junior and primary backup quarterback, looks to pass during Clemsons 2015 Spring game. 
Backu 
Henry Hutton 
Columnist 
The Clemson football 
team has been blessed with 
a rare problem this year on 
offense: it has more talent 
than can fit on one field. With 
an overabundance of new and 
returning receivers and backs, 
co-offensive coordinators 
Elliot and Scott should have 
no problem moving the ball. 
However, one intriguing issue 
( outside of the whole offensive 
line conundrum which we 
will save for another article) 
is the \iuestion of backup 
quarterback. If Deshaun 
Watson stays healthy, it will 
not be much of a factor this 
season. Unfortunately, that is a 
very big "if," and there is always 
the potential to be led by an 
inexperienced quarterback. 
After the Spring Game, 
Dabo announced that redshirt 
junior Nick Schuessler was the 
official backup quarterback, 
beating out incredibly 
talented true freshmen Kelly 
Bryant and Tucker Israel, 
who later broke his foot in 
fall camp and will likely 
redshirt as a result. According 
to all reports, Schuessler won 
the job easily and held the 
full confidence of the staff. 
However, Kelly Bryant, a 
6'3", 215 pound athlete has 
had time to develop and learn 
the offense, all but reopening 
the discussing for next man 
up at quarterback. 
Although Bryant was 
Reader (48) during happier times during Clemson's 35-17 win over USC. 
MAXWELL BRINGS 
"BOOM" TO PHILLY 
Jack O'Reilly 
Sports Editor 
ew professional 
athletes have had 
to overcome the 
adversity Byron 
Maxwell has faced 
during his career. 
A torn ACL his senior year 
of high school forced him to 
redshirt his freshman year and 
focus on rehabilitation, and 
talented defensive backs ahead . 
of him on the depth chart kept 
him on special teams most of 
his sophomore season. Despite 
playing well his junior and 
senior years, he had to wait 
until the sixth round to hear 
his name called at the 2011 
NFL Drafi:. The team that 
picked him, Seattle, had a 
litany of talented, boisterous, 
even abrasive defensive backs, 
meaning playing time could be 
hard to come by for Maxwell. 
Five years afi:er that drafr, 
Maxwell is a Super Bowl 
Champion and an extremely 
wealthy man. After rwo seasons 
playing opposite Richard 
Sherman, the best cornerback 
alive, the Philadelphia Eagles 
football czar Chip Kelly 
signed Maxwell to a six year, 
$63 million contract to be his 
number one corner. Playing 
with Sherman in Seattle, 
Maxwell bore the brunt of 
opposing offenses, as few 
quarterbacks dare throw against 
Sherman. Kelly and the Eagles 
team clearly believe Maxwell 
can continue to shut down 
opposing number one receivers 
as brilliantly as he did in Seattle, 
as the contract they gave him 
makes him the fifi:h highest 
paid corner in football today. 
Maxwell says he'll be able 
to prove he's worth this money 
because he carries a chip on his 
shoulder. "I was taken in the 
sixth round," he says. ·"They 
benched me at Clemson. So I've 
got a lot to prove. You benched 
me in college, and I've got to 
show you. It's gotten me this 
far." Being benched in college 
can break a player's spirit. 
Clemson saw what happened 
when coaches told Chad Kelly 
to take a seat. Maxwell's used 
his humbling experiences as a 
Clemson player and in the NFL 
Drafr to forge himself into a 
superstar NFL player, and that's 
why coaches ride their players 
so hard. 
Brent Venables wasn't 
the defensive coordinator here 
when Maxwell played, but 
Coach Swinney was the head 
coach, and we can see the style 
hasn't changed much since 
Maxwell lefr. In Friday's Beanie 
Bowl, a simulated game put on 
for students every year, Venables 
was intense with his players afi:er 
every play, coaching them up 
for every mental mistake they 
made. Onlookers who want 
to question his style should 
consider Byron Maxwell, Super 
Bowl champ, NFL phenom and 
former Clemson benchwarmer. 
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Interview by Saavon Smalls andJames Kidd I Photo by Andrew Ramsf:_Y 
n l t f 1 >v l'ig( rs. to thi " t'ek's t'diaon of Bt'hind th<: 11 . t lr thi i u \ c sat do rr1 v,ith DJ 
R t v c1 .. ndr '\ RarnSt'). ~rom th( stof) behind hie, uarne to ho\\ he ket p up\ itl1 popular rnusic 
rt'nd.;; h( a1 \Vhat one member of the ( .lemson I)J corrun u i ha to ·a). 
TimeOut: So, Andrew, how did you first become a DJ? 
Andrew: It's definitely more of a recent thing. I 
played guitar for a few years and tried to start up a 
band every now and again, but it never :worked out. I 
started practicing a year or so ago when a few of my 
friends started to get involved with the scene. For our 
very first show, we played a big rave where around 
200 people showed up. I've only done a few house 
parties or so since then, but I would love to get back 
to a bigger show at some point. 
TO: I'm sure you know of the whole stereotype in 
which everyone thinks that you guys just have two 
turn tables where you move the disks around some, 
but what actually goes into being a DJ? 
Andrew: The hardest part is knowing your music and 
staying up to date with it. I subscribe to around 20 
Youtube channels just to see what's popular or sounds 
good. Then, you have to make sure when you want to 
play it and with what other songs, and just practicing 
with it. 
TO: You mentioned that you've traveled across South 
Carolina for some shows in Charleston. Has it been 
difficult for you to balance school and a social life 
with all the traveling? 
Andrew: Luckily, most of my shows have been during 
the summer, so it hasn't really hurt my education 
yet. I kind of have a plan set up now though, since 
school has started, where I pick one day to do all the 
homework and readings for the next week or so. 
TO: What has been your biggest hurdle? 
Andrew: Money. Definitely money. You have to invest 
in speakers and other kinds of equipment all the time, 
and my only main source of income is from doing 
shows, so it can be rough at times. 
TO: Do you always have to bring your own 
equipment, or are some things usually provided? 
Andrew: For the most part they [are]. I have had to 
bring some speakers in on occasion, and one time I 
had to just make do with a guitar amp. 
TO: Knowing that many bands and artists derive their 
names from some event in their life or an inside joke, 
how did you come up with the name "Radioactive?" 
I I 
Andrew: Nothing much to it really. [Laughs] I really 
liked "Radioactive" by Imagine Dragons at the time, 
so I just decided to go with that. 
TO: What have been some big musical inspirations, 
musically, for you? 
Andrew: Schism would have to be the biggest to me, 
with Snails being a close runner up. 
TO: Out of all of your performances, which one has 
been your favorite? 
Andrew: Probably the most recent one that I did, 
Neon Color Explosion, right before I moved back on 
to campus. It was a sold out show, with around 900 
people showing up. It was massive. 
TO: If you could say one thing to your fellow Tigers 
or the Clemson community as a whole, what would it 
be? 
Andrew: Just always push yourself,; you can always 
do more. Don't stay inside all the time. Go out and 
~xperience life, and make the most out of your stay 
in college. 
I 
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THERE'S SOMETHING 
·1N THAT HAT 
Clemson graduates collaborate to make replica hat 
offamous) luck-filled icon 
r·-····........_ ..._.1.. 
HALSEY ROCKS THE 
BADLANDS 
Rowan Lynam 
Online Content Director 
airly new on the 
scene, Halsey's sound 
is a mix of gothic­
battle scene movie 
soundtracks and slow, sweaty 
club music. Only twenty 
years old, Halsey hauntingly 
captures a story of personal 
loss, redemption, addiction 
and sexual awakening in her 
new album "Badlands," which 
plays with heavy beats, raw 
vocals and a dreamy, spacey 
musicality that makes listening 
to her music a near out of 
body experience. 
What strikes me most 
about her as an artist is her 
lyrical mastery, which has 
a smoky, dive-bar quality 
that blends the religious 
"My demons are begging 
me to open up my mouth," 
with the sexually charged "I 
don't like them innocent" 
that creates a soulful, almost 
lonely expression of intimacy 
and connection. 
Halsey's ability to weave 
complex and intelligent 
metaphors with compelling 
narratives leaves songs like 
"Colors;' as soulful laments 
filled with images of sorrow 
and loneliness, where 
"everything is blue/ his pills, 
his hands, his jeans." The 
mourning quality of her voice 
echoes the best of Lana Del 
Ray and takes you to the same 
images of smoke-filled rooms 
and lipstick stains. 
Her image only reinforces 
this anti-establishment, 
lovelorn theme. Her short blue 
hair and feminist twitter rants 
have vaulted her into social 
media fame, and her fun-loving 
attitude makes her an easy to 
love role model. She's a fun of 
One Direction and Panic! at 
the Disco, and according to 
her twitter she'd "sell her soul 
for a 10 piece mcnugget." 
She's biracial, bisexual and 
bipolar, and she's not afraid 
to push personal and social 
limits in her music and in her 
online presence. 
She's open with her 
sexuality: "I like my eyebrows 
like I like my women. Wild, 
thick, and on my face." She's 
also interested in both the 
social and political realities of 
the world around her: ''I'm 
sick of hearing 'cover up; 
'don't talk about your body' 
like being born a female 
means a life of shame and 
guilt because of your gender." 
Overall, she's an inspiring mix 
of vibrant hair, feminism and 
body positivity. 
Nearly a character study 
of adolescence, 'Badlands' 
details the pain and rejection 
of growing up - growing 
from a "Young God" to 
reconciling a young person's 
lack of"Control" in a changing 
world. This dichotomy 
presents a deeply intimate 
representation of overcoming 
fear, depression and coming 
into ones own. Halsey's album 
comes into its own, playing 
with cultural references and 
teenage revolutionary angst, 
connecting listeners as a 
community "raised on Biggie 
and Nirvana, we are the 
New Americana." 
: -. <, . .FORMORE.: INFO·oN HALSEY, CHECK OUT 
THETIGERNEWS.COM. 
Saavon Smalls 
TimeOut Editor 
or Jack Kulze and 
Colin Mitchell, 
success is a word 
that was preceded 
by a lot of hard work. 
"We used to always 
think of all of these ideas 
and things, but never 
really do any of them," 
Kulze of Charleston said 
when asked about his and 
Mitchell's start at Clemson. 
However, that all changed 
after the Clemson-Carolina 
game in 2013. 
"[My family and I) 
were watching the game 
all together on the mega­
screen. There was an 
intense part of the game 
and I started rubbing my 
little cousin's head right 
below me. And I made a 
joke that made me realize, 
why not make a Howard's 
Rock Hat?" 
And that's where it 
started. For Kulze and 
Mitchell, their idea to 
sell the hat was not one 
founded in money, but 
was rather something that 
could connect students, 
alumni and fans alike. 
Kulze, an economics 
major had little to no 
experience in how to 
make, sell and market 
the hat, but he knew that 
it was something people 
would love. 
"I was imagining being 
in the stands, seeing this 
kid a few rows ahead of 
me wearing this hat, and 
wanting to reach out 
and rubbing his head 
throughout the entire 
game," said Kulze. 
Kulze's connection 
to Mitchell, a packing 
science graduate and a 
close friend throughout 
his time of Clemson, 
played a great role in the 
invention. The pair kept 
their idea confidential, 
aiming to keep the replica 
rock as close as possible to 
the original. 
The creation process 
involved Kulze locking 
himself in his dorm room, · 
using pictures of Howard's 
Rock to recreate the hat 
with clay. After the first 
protorype had problems 
with the durability of the 
clay, he began working on 
a new model, this time 
with Mitchell, who had 
recently returned from an 
internship in Colorado. 
That was a year ago, and 
now the two graduates are 
ready to take their hats to 
the next level. 
"We've gotten a lot 
of media attention 
and everyone we've met 
who's se'en these hats has 
loved them," Mitchell said 
when asked about their 
product's popularity. 
However, not everyone 
is on board. 
Most of the hate stems 
from anonymous sources, 
with Kulze stating that "we 
got a lot of hate online. 
Of course, the Gamecock 
fans were hating, but we 
definitely want them to ... 
but the fact that anyone 
can have it sitting on their 
desk, in their office or 
on their head shows that 
there's some energy or 
something in this hat." 
The two businessmen 
agreed that intent behind 
the hat will lead to its 
success, saying, "the hat's 
ridiculous, but if you don't 
have the balls to wear this 
hat, then don't. It's for the 
mega fan." 
Ultimately, what makes 
this hat stand out from that 
of the Green Bay Packers 
is two-fold. Firstly, it's the 
actual connection to one of 
Clemson's greatest points 
of interest. Secondly, and 
more importantly, it's the · 
sentiments behind the hat. 
"We're all fans and 
the more that people 
talk about Clemson, the 
better. The hat brings 
people together .. .it's 
the energy within the 
hat that makes it's more 
special than the Cheese 
Head's hat," Mitchell and 
Kulze continued. 
The two concurred, 
"d'on t wear 1t· un1ess you're 
going 110%" 
• Slow Cooker• 
.. 
There are two words that can change a life: slow cooker. In just afiw moments,you too can harness the hidden power ef a slow cooker and eat on 
the cheap. Simply chooseyour items andfollow the instructions. // try Nathan Goodroe, contributor 
The Meats (pick one): The Liquid (pick one): The Veggies (at least one): 
•Beef • Beef broth • Broccoli 
• Chicken • Can ef cream ef mushroom soup • Potatoes 
• Pork • Barbecue sauce • Carrots 
• Jimison • Sweet and sour Sauce • Onions 
• Soy sauce • Celery 
• Bell peppers 
Put everything insideyour slow cooker; throw some efyourfavorite spices on top, and cook on lowfor six to eight hours or until everything is ten­
der and succulent. Enjoy a dinner that is as tasry as it is cheap. 
. 
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JAMES MONINGHOFF 
VEAR: FRESHMAN 
FROM: TORONTO, ONTARIO 
MAJOR: COMPUTER SCIENCE 
PANTS:VANS 
SHIRT AND HAT: URBAN 
OUTFITTERS 
SHOES: DOC MARTINS 
Let me preface this by sqying I am not afash:ionista in 
a,ry terms. I'm at-shirt, Birkenstocks gi,rl and I'm a big 
believer in rolling out ef bed and getting ready in three 
minutes. Need!css to Sl9! I do not put out a cool vibe, 
and I am insatiabfyjealous efpeop!c who do. With 
1.avender hair; Doc Martins and agraphic tee, James is the 
definition ef cool. He gives an ''Ijust threw this on" vibe 
in the w~ that trufy stylish peop!c do. Even better, his wok 
is comp!ctefy his own - he's somehow evaded the trap ef 
fashion cwning that col!cge seems to be. He's wearing afive 
panel hatftom Urban Outfitters, revealingjust the right 
amount ef hairfioef (froef is a real word now), and his 
tight-knit socks scream Christmas presentfiom grandma 
in the best w~ possib!c. His classic grry Vans pants (who 
knew that vans makes pants?) effset his detai!cd tank 
and bright hair. His wok is simp!c and effort!css. His best 
accessory? IDGAF confidence. 
By Anna Blake Keeley //Associate Editor 
Photos by Isabel!c Davis //Photo Editor 
THINK YOU KNOW SOMEONE 
WHO SHOULD BE FEATURED 
ON THE NEXT CAMPUS 
CATWALK? 
TWEET US @THETIGERCU. 
HOROSCOPESPasatie111.pos 
.II.crossCROSSWORD 
1- National loyalty 
11- Unit of power 
15- Initiate 
16- Ben Adhem 
17- Bacteria causing food 
poisoning 
18-No_! 
19- Friend of Fidel 
20- Nipper's co. 
21- The tiniest bit 
23- Start ofa counting 
rhyme 
25- Zeta follower 
27- Stable compartment 
28- Suppre,s 
30- Christmas season 
33- Gangster Lansky 
35-Ad word 
36- Inane 
38- Farm birds 
41- Sama Fe Trail town 
43- Edit 
45- Sapwood 
49- Satisfied 
51- LusterSUDOKU Skill Level: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊ 
3 7 
3 4 5 6 2 
1 6 9 5 
7 3 4 
8 1 9 
2 5 7 8 
5 8 9 1 
-
2 6 5 
5 2 
54- "M'A'S'H" soft drink 
55- Lodginghouses 
58- Letter after pi 
60- Mus. slowup 
61- Formerly, once 
62- Having a foreign 
appearance 
65- Understanding words 
66- Opposition 
67-Actress Debora!, 
68- Dealer in hardware 
Down 
1- 12th .sign of the wdiac 
2- City SE of Los Angeles 
3- Having ability 
4- Grog ingredient 
5- Aviation pioneer Sikorsky 
6- Prevention dose 
7- Agreement 
8- Proverb ending? 
9- WWII battle site 
I0- Intend 
11- Notth American elk 
12- In a foreign country 
22- Values highly 
24- Spoollike toy 
26- Hung. neighbor 
29- Eighth planet 
31 - Fall behind 
32- Robert 
34- U1e back end of 
something 
37- Over there, oldscyle 
39- Actor Connery 
40- Ingoing · 
42- Sky light 
44- Burst open 
45- !Uding 
46- Minor 
47- Superior 
48- Magician in Arthurian 
legend 
50-Tizzy 
51- Arab chief 
53-Abyss 
56-Actress Petty 
5 7 - Plaintiff 
59- Not tricked by 
63- General on Chinese 
13- Proceed in a leiswely way menus 
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\ AQUARIUS ►\ 
,11/ Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 ~ ' 
,;:,•PISCES · ►: 
· Feb. 20 - March 20 
" ARIES ► 
March 21 - April ~o 
' 
~8TAUllUS ►
•• •~~ April 21 - May 20 
~(~f !?~ GEMINI , ►'J}~\ May 21-June 21 
~,... 
\•~ 
~ 
::-:.\. ' CANCER ►
-..:~;',,~:.. June 22 - July 22
. I ~ 
I'I,.., LEOl \.. July 23 - Aug. 23 ► 
t VIRGO ►Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
~~UBRA Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
52- Japanese computer giant 14- Like ziti 64- Rockers Steely_ 
-{II ro
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--~ ti:=~~ --
-:t.
.... _..' 
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SCORPIO 
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
SAGrn'ARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
► 
► 
► 
When the moon is in the Seventh 
House and Jupiter aligns with Mars, 
peace will guide the planets, and 
love will steer the scars. 1his is the 
dawning of the Age ofAquarius. 
Your parents/guardians will miss you 
this week. Call home and let them 
know you're safe. 
It's better to be Aries than hairy. 
Chad Kroeger, lead singer of 
Nicl<leback, has this sign. Your lire is · 
destined to be a huge fuilure. Change 
your date ofbirth. 
You look so good, you're putting the 
"gem" in Gemini. 
Seek out someone who has defeated 
cancer {the illness}, and congrarulate 
them this week. 
The symbol for Leo is a lion. If 
you know your GOT, House 
Lannister is also a lion. So, make 
sure you pay your debts . 
Your go-to story is a lot like Kim 
Kardashian's butt - it's cool and all, 
but people are getting tired ofit. 
Make sute and skip the LIBRAry 
this Friday, and go to the First 
Friday P'!f"de! 
You're not as cool as you think you 
are. Slow your roll this week. 
This week will be crucial. Be sure to 
have yout mind on your money, and 
your money on your mind. 
Remember: cash rules everything 
around yo1L Dalla, do Ila bills, y'all. 
Horoscopes by: D. E. LYLES/ asst. news edrtor 
